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Midterms trigger false alarms
By Jennifer &ma
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Yelling "fire" in a crowded
room is supposedly one of the
quickest ways to see it empty.
At SJSU, pulling a fire alarm
is one of the fastest ways to get
people out of a building, especially if there is a midterm exam
to be taken.
Since the beginning of the
year, 48 false fire alarms have

been pulled. Thirteen of those
alarms have come during fall
semester midterms.
According to Li Bruce Lowe
of the university police department, there is a correlation
between exam season and the
number of false alarms.
"I would say that from my
experience in the state university system, it is common knowledge that the number of fire

alarms and bomb threats tend
to rise around midterms and
finals," he said. "I would say that
if a person sets off an alarm, he
or she isn’t ready to take the
test. The test will still be given."
Of the 13 fire alarms pulled
this semester, nine were in October. The frequency of the false
alarms ’prompted UPD to offer
a reward for information about
who was pulling them.

"I suggest people think very
seriously before pulling an
alarm on the chance someone
will see them and collect the
reward money," Lowe said. "It is
a crime to pull a false alarm."
According to the California
penal code, it is a misdemeanor
to pull a false alarm, punishable
by time in county jail, a $1,000
fine, or both.
Besides the fact that it is ille-

gal, false fire alarms pose safety
concerns as well.
"If we look at a false alarm,
you have to evacuate the building, which causes all kinds of
things to get interrupted," Lowe
said. "Salaries get wasted. There
is the possibility of injury during
building evacuation. On top of
that, elevators go into ’fire
See FIRE ALARMS. page 4

Outsiders Rummaging through the Renaissance
contribute
at annual
step show
By Bryan Cotton

Local bank
gives SJSU
computers
By Pat Matas
stiaiiin oath Stall Writ, -1
Bank of the West’s customer
service includes more than just
signing loans. It also will be
donating 100 personal computers, monitors and printers to
SJSU’s computer center.
Rich Sol, the computer center’s director of operations,
received a phone call from the
bank last Christmas. The bank
was in the process of upgrading
its computer network and
expressed interest in donating its
titter models, Sol said.
They thought maybe I could
find a home for them. I said
’sure,’ " he said.
Fifteen personal computers
were donated last July and 15
more are expected this week.

Spartan Dagy Staff Writer

See COMPUTERS. page 4

Spartan Stadium wasn’t the only
place with a crowd of cheering
people Saturday during Homecoming.
The 15th annual Sigma Gamma
Rho Marchdown packed the Student Union Arnpitheater with
more than 300 people who came
out to watch fraternities and sororities create beats by stomping their
feet and clapping their hands
also known as stepping.
"I think the marchdown went
well," said Keywanne Hawkins, a
Sigma Gamma Rho member.
"There was a good turn out, which
is really good. It shows that people.
both Greek and non-Greek were
interested in our event,"
Carl Brown, a member of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated from SJSU, also thought the
event went well.
"I think it was cool," he said. "A
lot of people came out here and
participated."
Despite the hour wait before
the event began, freshman Jeania
"Lady Bug" Sanders felt the event
See MARCHDOWN, page 10

Breaking
through
the silence
By Erika D. Schuman
SPartan DaiR Staff Writer

NIONIQUE SCHOENFELD-SPARTAN DAILY

Jill Schwinn, right, gets some help from Rachel Haws in putting
together a Renaissance clown costume for a Halloween party dur-

See AUTISM.

Base closures force
ROTC to hit the road
ByJane Montes
.Spartan Das Staff Writer

The closure of Fort Ord
in Monterey has caused
instructional college training programs like SJSU’s
Army ROTC to spend more
time on the road.
The closest military facility for ROTC cadets to train
at was Fort Ord. Now the
cadets have to train at the
next closest base which is
Camp Parks, a reserve base
near Dublin.

ing the theatre arts costume shop’s annual rummage sale Friday.
Period-pieces, hats and capes are the most popular sales.

There comes a time in almost
everyone’s life when responsibilities become so overwhelming that
the ability to completely ignore
external reality would be a blessing.
But imagine not haring the control to snap back into the real
world when necessary.
This is the life of an autistic.
This disorder is rare, effecting
four in 10,000 children born.
Autism effects every facet of
their lives. Fifty percent are mute.
The other half can speak, but in
an odd way. There is a lot of repe-

page 8

Social Work starts search for new dean
By Erika D. Schuman

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

While bases and facilities
around the country have
been targeted by Congress
for closure, Fort Ord and
the Presidio in San Francisco are two that hit the closest to home.
Complete shut down of
the base (Fort Ord) is proposed for 1998 said Major
Gerald Lee, a representative
of the base closure and
realignment office at Fort

See ROrc, page 4

The School of Social Work is
knee-deep in its search for a new
dean.
For the past year the position
has been filled by Interim Dean
Simon Dominguez.
The former dean, Andy Dieppa, left in favor of an early retirement.
Earlier this week the search
committee held a "nuts and bolts"
meeting, where members discussed issues like scheduling the
visits for the candidates, parking
permits and how to receive com-

’nullity input.
Included in the search committee are:
Four members from the
School of Social Work including
Diane Schafferjohn Brown, David
Arguello and Joan Merdinger:
student representative Adam
Escoto and community representative Sophia Mendoza;
Cynthia Mahabir from AfroAmerican studies;
Jose Carrasco from MexicanAmerican studies;
Earl Brossard from urban and
regional planning;
Tommy Lott from the philos-

Spartans
overpower
Bulldogs
BY Gabe Leon
MK Staff Writer

Spartan

MONIQLIE
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SJSU’s Donald Lindsey, right, avoids a Louisiana Tech player during the homecoming game.
Lindsey made his first career touchdown reception Saturday helping SJSU to a 31-6 win.

SJSU won its 10th consecutive Homecoming game Saturday by thrashing
Louisiana Tech 31-6 in a wild game where
Spartan records were broken and matched.
With the victory, the Spartans (0-5, 2-0)
became the only undefeated team in Big
West play
The defense disrupted the Bulldog
offense forcing six interceptions, a school
record. Safety Troy Jensen led the interception frenzy with three.
"The defense played well," Coach John
Ralston said. "They rallied when they had to
and got the turnovers when it looked like
things milzht be slipping. They rose to the
occasion.

See VICTORY. page 6

ophydcpartment and lei i
hristensen from the political science
department represent outside colleges.
"The candidates will come to
SJSU between now and the end of
the semester," Schaffer said.
They will meet with SJSU
administrators. students, faculty.
and COITIMUION I eprewntatives.
Each candidate u ill he on & ampus
for a day and a half
The six candidates applying for
the position are:
Sylvia Rodriguez Andrew from
Texas Lutheran College
Angel P. Campos from the

,mcism

New York at

Stony

ii)0k
Salltos Hernandez

from Our
Lady of the Lake, a Texas college
Maria McMahon from East
Carolina University in North Carolina
Juliette Silva. associate dean of
SJSU’s School of Social Work
Leon Williams horn Boston
College
"We expect to have a recommendation of the three finalists by
the end of this semester," Schaffer
said. She said the School of Social
Work should have a new dean by
spring 1994.

Premenstrual syndrome
affects mind, body and spirit
N
hui

Martin
si.di

Profess, it Inc I). Dail: does not
believe in premenstrual syndrome. He dosed his eyes to the
obvious when it affected one of
his smartest students during midterms.
Susie A. Plus studied hard to
prepare herself for the midterm
and felt confident the night
before the test, hi the mottling
PMS had set in, and Si sic’s mind
was blank. She became lief vous
and arixious, stressed Itt the point
that taking the test scented
worthless. She contemplated
dropping out.
This is a hypothetical situation
that is reality for many- SJSU
women. PMs ell-( is some
females with a %micas ol symptoms. Pits sit al ,ii igms mamicst
Menisci\ es Iii psy hob 4,41( al symptoms sin It i. hti guanines% and
fatigue. these symptoms can
Hie( t skills needed by students to

maintain a competitive scholastic
carer’
,oriling to the "Premenstrual
one Bookmark" published M Student Health SerY it us. PNIS is defined is a cluster
ti phsical and pm. hological
SVIniit, nits that run in families,
vat lit,111 woman to woman,
cc iii a week or so preceding
melt Sit uation, and is relieved
whcii bleeding begins.
s mptoms are caused by
li am, 14.11 fluctuations that occur
as the hmly prepares for menstruation Die fluctuations can
at tualh indicate that the body is
hint t tt timtttg properly
-I-here is not a lot of research
on PMS." said Dr. Patricia Yeutig,
a gynecologist at the Ilealth Center.
In the past, IlICI1 decided that
PMS was not physiological and
did not require extensive
See PMS,
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Letters to the editor
Photo illustration
was offensive
Editor
Though we found the article "When it’s more
than attention," (Oct. 211, about the serious issue
of sexual harassment informative, the photo illustration that accompanied the article was in poor
taste and desensitized the issue at large.
The photo depicts a woman who is showing no
attempt to work in her environment, but rather is
giving her associate a blatant show. Perhaps your
intent was comical, but the issue of sexual harassment is not one to be made fun of.
If the SPARTAN DAILY wishes to demonstrate the
problems of sexual harassment on our campus
and in the community you should have grasped
our attention with a more realistic illustration and
not a stereotypical image.
If anything is going to be done about sexual
harassment, it must be done with the intention to
solve the problem and not to escalate it.
Remember, a picture is worth a thousand words
so be careful what you print.
Tony Sellarole
senior speech communication
Thomas b=o
junior magazine journalism
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Verdicts will
calm the nation

Editorial
Two wrongs
don’t make a right
a sad day when a person is literally beaten
/t’s
to near death on video, and the perpetrators
can walk away with little or no punishment.
Within the past year, we have seen two white
men acquitted of heating a black man and two
black men acquitted of beating a white man.
Yet we really have not seen justice.
The video tape trials of Rodney King’s and Reginald Denny’s assailants brought anger and frustration.
People were angry at the cruelty of the beatings
and frustrated with the obvious disregard for justice. At times it seemed the jury was apathetic to
what their eves were actually seeing.
King was being beaten like a savage animal and
Denny was pulled from his truck and nearly bludgeoned to death.
One small difference, however, is that King was
being pursued by the police for speeding. Denny,
on the other hand, was di-lying in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
There is some question about whether King did
anything to warrant any physical force, but
absolutely’ no question that the beating he received
was undeserved and unjustifiable It is also
irrefutable that Denny executed no acts which
deserved even a slap on the hand.
One important point to note is that the Denny
scenario never would have occurred had it not
been for the King incident and trial outcome.
The "eye for an eye" idea might be entertaining
to some at times, but people cannot be allowed to
think they can do what ever they want because they
were furious at someone or something.
They have to know that there will definitely be
stiff repercussions for such actions.
The court system failed to enforce this notion.
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We are obsessed with grades
guy in front of me is looking at our transcripts when
The
shifting in his seat. we graduate.
Again. The woman
"People who get ’C’s often do
next to me is motionless
quite well out there in the real
unnaturally so, her hands tight- world," said mass communicaly embracing each other in front tions Professor Zhou He recentof her face. Nervous little noises ly talked to a class I’m taking.
fill the room.
He had just returned exams.
The instructor is about to
Professor He is not particu- ’A’ work, you’re crazy. You can
return tests.
larly enraptured with grades go to the chair of the departAs I move to turn the cover and is known as a friend to the ment if you want to, but
just
back on my blue book, I feel working student’s GPA. He gives say ’fuck you.’"
like Charlie must have felt while mostly multiple choice tests,
I thought his comments
peeling a chocolate bar in affectionately known as "multi- unbecoming, nonetheless they
Wonka and the Choco- ple guess" in some circles. He broke through the tension like a
late Factory" This time I receive speaks wistfully of a time in his Mack truck. We negotiated. I
no gold ticket.
native China during which the walked away having agreed to
In fact, I get a "C". An ugly giving of grades was banned.
work harder and he to attend
sensation writhes through me.
"Students studied just as hard class more regularly. I got an
"Where’s my ’A’?," I whine to and helped each other a lot," he "A+" from him shortly after our
myself. I look at the smug little told me with a straight face.
encounter.
But I am no longer so willing
scholar a couple seats over. Bet
For this United Statesian,
he got at least a "B". Suddenly, good grades are a fixture and a to do battle over this academic
the gregarious old curmudgeon fix that I must have. That pro- booty,. Sometimes I wish I were
teaching the class develops sinis- fessor who gave me a "C" at the more like my friend Fred, who
ter features. The piercing eyes. beginning of the semester just claims to have no craving for
The knowing smile. What is he handed me an "A" and I’m "marks of distinction."
trying to prove? That he has us sated. My thirst is slaked like I
"I don’t care about them," he
by the balls? This is understood. just downed a pint of Jim Beam. announced when I broached
An acquaintance of mine
I was worried he was going to the subject.
knows how I feel. She had an be as hard to coax an "A" out of
But then he got honest.
English 1B professor who as this one professor who
"I go back and forth. When
"swore she wouldn’t grade down shall remain unnamed that I
I’m confident with myself, I’m
for differing with her but she
encountered as a recent transfer like ’I don’t care, I know what
did."
from the land of the easy "A," I’m doing I’ll just work hard,
I have a friend who swears a.k.a. community college. That and everything’11 go great.’ But
that one of his teachers is inflict- guy gave me a "B+" on the first when my self-esteem is low, it’s "I
ing a vendetta upon him for exam, which I worked moder- just et a ’B’ I must be a total
missing a few days of class. How ately hard on. He gave me a laser
is the vendetta being enforced?
on the midterm, which I
Mean looks, indifference and sweated battery acid over.
bad grades.
I went to his office to discuss
What is this voodoo power my grade. Before I barely loosed
Brian Wachter is a Daily staff
grades have over us? I mean, few my tongue he lunged at me:
columnist. His column appears
prospective employers will be
"If you think you’re doing
etwry other Monday.

Campus Viewpoint
Writing skills, race relations begin early
Editor
Enough with the 100W/Ethnic Studies debate! Mandating
classes before graduation will
not improve poor writing skills
or poor racial relations.
These subjects belong in primary and secondary education
programs; the child-and-teen
years predominantly influence
academic development and
socialization.
Ethnic prejudice begins at
home and finds reinforcement in
public classrooms across America. "Social studies" have been
presented with bias favoring the
(Christian) competitive, capitalistic, European-American "way
of life."
Primary and secondary public schools push students into
believing a "white way" of the
past makes a better future.
Decrease of tensions between
ethnic groups lies in the foundation of experiences we offer
children, and focus on world
cultures and current world
issues throughout early school
expenences will facilitate understanding and acceptance of cultural differences.
Throwing out the TV and
offering multicultural recreation activities after school serve
to reinforce harmonious messages between groups.
As for grammar and writing

ability, the responsibility to teach
these skills belong again in elementary education and high
school. If the schools are not
doing the job, change the curriculum! As it stands, 100W
rarely offers students the skills
promised in the SJSU catalog.
Students find help writing
resumes and cover letters in the
Career Planning and Placement
Center. Libr-aries employ people
who help patrons learn to locate
and use research materials. Is
100W necessary?
An alternative such as a
mandatory senior thesis requirement (like that at UC Santa
Cruz) would benefit university
students because of the nature
of the project: A semester
researching any topic of interest
and composing a well-written
document identifying the focus
and nature of study.
A senior thesis offers a taste
of graduate studies curriculum
and facilitates more writing skill
development to university students than the aspirations of the
100W writing requirement.
A senior thesis course should
replace the 100W class. What a
great way to show your writing
proficiency! And you could integrate everything you learned
about your major, too! Employers would be able to really see,
in ink on paper, what you know

and what you can do.
100W was a great idea, but it
lacks success in teaching students how to write competently.
Most students graduate from
SJSU with very little improvement in writing because the
100W class is a joke! You cannot
make up in a semester in college what you neglected to master in elementary and high
school. This statement also
relates to an ethnic studies
requirement; we must improve
conceptions of ethnic diversity
during the critical socialization
years.
Put these subjects where they
belong, where they have the
most impact on students in
primary and secondary education. Universities should not be
responsible for teaching these
subjects.
If you cannot relate to people
outside your own ethnic group,
then join social groups and
interact with different people. If
you cannot write coherently and
use grammar, you do not
belong at a university. Take
some review classes at a community college or in an adult education class. Keep these preposterous and ineffective course
requirements out of university
curriculum.
Tiffany A. Reinoehl
behavioral science

initial reaction to the Reginald Denny
My
trial verdicts was anger.
Anger at the verdicts which let Henry Watson walk in six months and Damian Williams in
10 years. Watson may have his sentence suspended and Williams may serve six yens or
less.
Then I remembered the Los Angeles riots.
I was living east of Los Angeles, in the dorms
at Cal Poly Pomona at the time and I remember coming home the evening of the first day
of rioting.
I had not eaten dinner and was looking for
my friend Joel to see if he wanted to get some
food.
I knocked on Joel’s door and immediately
knew something was wrong.
I heard Joel yelling; on the phone. I had
never heard him raise his voice in the year that
I had known him.
He swung the door open and stood in the
doorway looking at me.
Joel is 6-feet-S-inches tall and weighs around
250. He is not fat.
It is strange that I never thought of Joel as
intimidating. He was always soft-spoken and
mellow, intelligent, charming, likable and just
an all-around nice guy.
Now, he was intimidating the hell out of me.
He looked scared or angry, I couldn’t really
tell.
I asked hitn what was wrong and he just
stood there staring, staring at me.
After what seemed like ages, he said, "gotta
get back to the phone," and turned his back on
me.
Figuring that he would be off soon, I followed him into the room and sat on his bed.
He was talking to his mother and they were
fighting.
Turns out he wanted to go to Long Beach,
where his family lived, to be there in case anything happened. His mother felt he should stay
at school, out in the suburbs, where it was safer.
I did not realize at the time the magnitude
of what was to happen in the next few days, so
I thought he was overreacting.
After yelling "I’m coming, I don’t care what
you say!" and slamming the phone down, Joel
turned to me and seemed like he was about to
say something, but he didn’t.
Figuring it was best for me to leave him
alone, I got up and started to leave.
What happened next I’ll never forget.
He took me by the collar and said into my
face, "America’s fucked. Everyone talks ’bout
progress but they’re full of shit. Do you hear
me? Do you hear me?!"
He let me go and there was an awkward
moment of silence.
I did not know what to say so I left, hoping
that he would calm down and I’d be able to
talk to him later that night.
He left about an hour later and I didn’t see
him for about two weeks.
Talking to him was difficult at first.
He had gone home to find his kid brother,
a gang member, who was gone from the home,
and to be with his mother, who was hysterical.
He managed to find his brother and had to
bring him home and sit on him
literally
to prevent him from going out looting, or
worse.
His father’s business was one of the ones
that posted signs saying, "black owned," and
came out of the rioting unscathed.
I noticed a change in Joel; he had become
reserved and non-communicative.
It took two months before Joel could talk
about that first night of riots with me.
He told me he was sorry for the way he treated me that night and said his anger was not
directed at me, but at the helplessness he felt.
He was surprised at his own reaction and the
racism that had lain dormant within him.
Since then, Joel and I have kept in touch
and talked a lot about racism, hatred, violence
and other horrible things. We have also talked
about relationships, sex, marriage and other
pleasant things.
Joel and I have managed to get something
positive out of the destruction: A realization
that a friendship is worth more than anything
in this world.
Recently, Joel asked me to come to his wedding, and I will go gladly.
So what do I think of the Denny verdicts
now?
I think that they are the best thing that
could be made of a bad situation.
We can fight endlessly over the details of the
case, whether the defendants got special treatment, or whether the jury was picked for a
deadlock. But in the end, what matters is that
Los Angeles is calm and can close an ugly chapter in its history.
I hope that Los Angeles will serve as a lesson
to our generation.
SJSU students and their counterparts at universities across the nation are someday going to
be the leaders and workers that influence this
country. Let’s not forget too quickly the price
of hatred, ignorance, racism, bigotry, greed
and corporate profiteering.
It is a price nobody can afford.
Jason Meaglwr is a Daily staff writer
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
A.S. EUCTON BOARD: Open
forum discussing Child Care
Center referendum, 12-1 p.m.,
Student Union Amphitheatre,
Call Jerome Maritn 924-5961
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS LEISURE
SERVKES: Spartaerobics Session
#2 sign-up through November
19 Call Cheryl Selewacz 9245960, 924-5950
HALAU
Hui..*
’0
NIAuElkEKANALu: beginning
hula lessons for men and
women, 7:30/8:30, 5008 Yorkton Ave, San Jose Call Malie
Rosare 374-8097
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH: Jewish philosophy, 7:30p.m., call
Rabbi Vogel at 997-9117 or
Ester Riva Kokin at 263-3246
for this weeks location
MATH C.S. CLUB: haghighi
Farzad talks on "3X+1" problem, 3p.m., MH 425
SPARTA FENCERS: club practice,
8-10p.m., SPX 89, Call Bruce
275-8546

TUESDAY

924-5950
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
12:30p .m., Guadalupe Room,
Student Union Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB: Sale,
"Discovery Toys and Create-ABook," 10a.m.-5p.m. in front of
the Student Union Call 2886489
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:
Israel’s Environmental Progress
and Concerns, 3p.m., Constanoan Room, Student Union
Call Ester Riva Kokin 263-3246
KSJS: Live broadcast from DJ sitting in a tub of goldfish, 710a.m., in front of Student Union
Call 924-KSJS
Nu LAMBDA PHI: general meeting, 3:30-4:30p.m., Montalvo
Room, Student Union Call Rob
593-2847
RE-ENTRY: support group, 1:303p.m., Administration room 201
Call Donna Robinson 924,5930
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER:
Cultural Exchange Night - Life in
America, 7:30p.m., 360 S.
llth St. Call Christy 924-6570
IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDIES:
mariachi Music Workshop, open
to students and comunity, 79p.m., Music Dept. room 186

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS LEISURE
SERVICES: intramural indoor minisocer league, sign-ups end Oct
29 Call Toby Wilson 924-5962,
SpartaGuide availabie to SISLI students, faculty and staff otganyan,
pm., woo ciays before pubication. Forms are avadable as die Si ximin
ed space may Mrce reducing the number of maim
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Nations drug czar touts
Clinton’s anti-drug strategy
LOS ANGELES ()’lA
ht.
nation’s drug czar took the Clinton administration’s new drugcontrol strategy to the city s
streets, saying rehabilitation and
education are the key to fighting
abuse.
The Clinton approach
"rejects the use of war analogies
to discuss our nation’s drug
abuse policy. You cannot succeed in this effort by declaring
war on our own citizens," Lee
Brown said Saturday.
In various speeches to school
children, politicians and community leaders on Saturday,
hi own emphasized that the
strategy would focus on education, treatment and prevention
and shift the emphasis from
casual drug users to hard-core
abusers.
During a visit to Leo Politi
Elementary School in the poverty-stricken Pico-Union neighborhood west of downtown, Brown
praised students who have held
daily marches since May to oust
dealers who hawk drugs across
the street.
School officials say the marches have helped reduce drug
dealing by as much as 80 percent in the immediate vicinity of
the campus. However, the problem still exists.

tohl studtlits "that to
break the cycle of drug use, we
must look at the drug problem
not only as a problem for the
criminal justice system but als.,
as a public health problem."
Brown received a far warmer
reception Saturday than he had
last week before the Serrate Judi
ciary Committee, when he
unveiled the President’s treys
interim narcotics control strateP.
Both Democratic and Republican senators blasted the admiriistration for providing few
details about how the prograirr
would be funded or carried out.
Brown, the director of the
White House Office of Drug
Control Policy, conceded at a
luncheon for city officials: "I
have nothing to bring you I
have no checks."
Ernest Bradford, deputy
director of the California
Department of Alcohol and
Drug Programs, said the state
spends about half its funds fun
prevention and treatment and
the other half for law enforcement.
"We’re hoping the national
government will also move from
its past policy of placing 70 percent in law enforcement," Bradford said.

Search for pig hearts for heart valves
takes man to slaughterhouses
Whenever meet quality standards or are valves.
IRVINE (AP)
McCaleb, 45, is summoned
little piggies go to market, Gor- damaged during manufacturwhenever Baxter receives a call
don McCaleb usually isn’t too ing.
Valves are cut by hand, from a surgeon pleading for a
far behind.
McCaleb travels the nation in trimmed with scissors, chemical- :kw valve about the size of the
search of pigs, large and small, ly treated to prevent deteriora- eraser on the end of a pencil
for Irvine-based Baxter Health- tion in the body and fitted with a to save an infant’s life.
McCaleb said he usually finds
care Corp., which makes tissue wire frame for support and flexthe small pigs, about 80 pounds.
valves from pig hearts for use by ibility.
Tissue valves, however, in Northern California, where
surgeons replacing faulty valves
account for 30 percent of the slaughterhouses kill swine at a
in human hearts.
McCaleb’s job is to visit domestic heart valve market. young age to fill orders among
slaughterhouses to find valves Mechanical valves hold a 70 per- Asians for small roasted pigs.
He deflects criticism from anifor hard-to-fit patients whose cent share because they are conhearts can’t be accommodated sidered more durable, lasting a mal rights activists by saying the
by tissue from normal pigs, lifetime compared to 10 years pigs would die whether or noi
he harvested the valves. And the
which typically weigh 240 for tissue.
Patients with mechanical former bacon lover says he no
pounds at slaughter.
"It’s like looking for needles valves must take anti-coagulant longer eats meat out of colleen
drugs to prevent blood clots about a family history of heart
in a haystack," McCaleb says.
abound. from forming around the valves. disease.
Complications
"If it’s alive and crawls, I no
Flooding in the Midwest cut Some patients cannot accept the
grain supplies, which meant pigs drugs and thus nutst use tissue longer at it," he says.
were slaughtered smaller, affecting Baxter’s supply.
Baxter’s Edwards (VS Division, the leader in a $70 million
tissue valve market, throws out
nine of every 10 aortic pig valves
Beef Sandwich
On Goldies"Famous"
the mopor, ’"Si
it receives because they don’t
Phone Orders Across from Toons

2 for 1

by the most states.
Only five states still have a gas
chamber, and only one, Maryland, provides no alternative for
a condemned prisoner. California made lethal injection an
option as of this year, a law sponsored by Attorney General Dais
Lungren in response to the
ACLU’s suit. Executions would
continue in the state, solely by
injection, if the suit succeeded.
Claims that execution by gas
violates the constitutional ban
on cruel and unusual punishment have been uniformle
rejected by state and federal
courts including the Califoinia Supreme Court.
The most recent was in the
final minutes before Rohe’
Alton Harris’ execution in April
1992.

Reach the
SJSU
market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

Free Food!
Happy Hour Munchies
5-7pm M -F

The Best BBQ in the Whole Damn Town!

*513C
Blueskrzz

Reggae

Mooshead Drafts

Every Thursday 7-10pm
1505 s winchester atvd
San Jose (408) 8664351’

Wanted: Pied Pipers!
Pied
WAINICE.D.. 29.

Pipers

help guide
Needed to mice through
e State
confused
!
San
JosBenefits
maze of
Great
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University!
or Ett
Experience NONNI!
No
Apply
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flpplq to become an Orientation Leader!
Benefits;

Paid Leadership Position!
Earn Academic Credits!
Gain valuable leadership experience!
Get the "insider’s view -of SJSU
Network with University faculty & staff!

Applications Available in Student Activities & Services
Deadline to turn in applications - November 10, 1993
For more informahon
StuJent &t,t1,i1011& Servi,e3 Office 924 5950

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27
San Jose State University
Umunhum Room,
Student Union
10:00 a.m. Graduate School... Is It A Wise Investment?
Hear a panel of experts discuss the value of a graduate
degree... its impact upon career options and upward mobility
in various employment sectors.

"How To" Workshops:
11:30

a.m.

EXPIRES NOV. 5,1993

rCUSTOM SCREENPRINTED

Darts
Screens for Sports

Electronic
4 TV

--1110
GRADUATE
STUDY DAY

GOLEIIES 11-B-Q

21 North Second Street, San Jose
(408) 279’2720

Select and Apply to Graduate School
Pointers on assessing graduate programs and completing
"on-target" applications.

12:30 p.m. Finance Graduate School
Options available to assist in paying the bill for graduate study,

College Funding
It is Available!
Only $99.00 Guarantees
Scholarships and Grants you
qualify for.
Call Ruth’s College Scholarship
Service at (408) 579- 2719
between 9am & lpm for more
information.
ACT TODAY!!

DISCOUNT:
:10%
ON ANY SCREENPRINT ORDER
SUNSHINE

GROPHICS

SAN JOSE
656 AUZUFIAIS AVE. SIC (408) 977-1022
FREMONT
43255 MISSION BLVD. (510) 651-1907
COUPON
LIMITED TIME OFFER-NOT TO BE SOLD WITHimANY OTHER
MI
IM 11=
em

1:30 p.m.
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Gas chamber faces constitutional challenge
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
California’s gas chamber, promoted as a humane method of
execution when it was installed
at San Quentin in 1938, goes on
trial Monday facing allegations
that it causes a needlessly agonizing death.
The U.S. District Court suit
by the American Civil Liberties
Union has the potential of shutting down gas chambers nationwide.
That is probably a longshot,
given the US. Supreme Court’s
conservative majority, but the
case could accelerate a trend
against executions by lethal gas.
Once a common form of execution, the
chamber has
been gradually abandoned since
the 1970s in favor of lethal injection, now it is the method used

1993

Prepare for Testing
Clarification of testing required for graduate-level programs
and tips on effectively preparing for them.

For more information contact:
Career Planning and Placement (408) 924-6033
Graduate Studies Office (408) 924-2480
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are provided without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual onentation, national ongin, age. or disability
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN’T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY’RE IN COMMAND.
Am nurse who Jtot

h %out level ot experience. As

V1 ant

find one But if you’re a nut-

.in Army officer. you’ll command the

ing student who wants to be HI

.pe.t you deserve And with the added

command of your own career, consider

IN only the Army can offera $5000

the Army Nurse Corps Thu’ll be treated ,

Igning bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacationyou’ll be well in corn

patients and responsibilities commensurate

’nand of your life Call I-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Fire alarms
From page I
mode’ and drop to the bottom
floor. Then, people in wheelchairs can’t get out."
Ultimately, the person who
pulls the alarm is responsible for
all of these things including
injuries, Lowe said.
For English IA instructor
Aaron Malchow, the false fire
alarms are a challenge.
"My feelings are mixed," he
said.
"On one hand, I don’t care
for it. When you take time and
effort to put lesson plans together for classes, if a fire alarm goes
off, it takes away from the time
you spend in class.
"But you can look at it as a
challenge, too," Malchow said.
"It requires you, as a teacher, to
be prepared for any emergency
that occurs."
Malchow, who teaches in the

Business Classrooms, said he ing exam time, more pull-alarms
took his class to the Student go off.
"I worry about it because it’s
Union Amphitheater and
taught there during one false like the guy who ’cried wolf’ too
many times and then one
alarm incident.
"You can still offer instruc- came," he said. "People get
tion, even if you’re limited," he desensitized to hearing it and
they hear it so much that they
said. "It’s not impossible."
But even if some instructors just ignore it."
One of the only solutions to
can deal with false fire alarms as
a challenge, someone still has to the problem is for people not to
come out and turn them off. pull the alarms, Lowe said.
That is where SJSU’s four full"Are we supposed to put
time electricians enter the pic- someone in every building to
ture.
prevent it from happening? he
Ted Cunningham, from SJSU said. "Absolutely not. It’s imposfacilities, said the electricians or sible."
But if UPD ever catches the
the on-call manager have to
Lowe
culprits
culprit or
come out and reset the alarm
no matter what time, day or and UPD will be ready.
"If we’re able to put a prosenight.
"It’s a real nuisance for us," cutable case together, we will
Cunningham said.
pursue it vigorously," he said.
"We’re so short-staffed. And "The inconvenience to UPD is
it’s always been noted that dur- just the tip of the iceberg."

Computers

indoor mini -soccer
LeaGue

From page I

pick up an information packet @ the A S Leisure Services office
(building 37 on your campus map)

92405950

basTce!baii
itOttlengnitelit

floor hockey ipaGue -

The 70 remaining computers
will be doii..ied in small quantities throughout 1993-94.
"I just mentioned to all the
department heads that we will
have these XT’s (personal computers) available," Sol said. ’The
first month or so I didn’t get any
calls, but as word started getting
around, my list (of interested
departments) grew to 35."
According to Sol, some
departments have yearly budgets
of $1,000 and can barely afford
the cheapest of computers.
Bank of the West is giving
computers to SJSU that will
enable departments to network
and operate simple spreadsheet
and database programs.
’The Clark library would like
12 or 14 (computers) to network," Sol said. "We’re not get-

ting the grandeur ’486’
machines, but if the departments sit down and analyze what
their needs are and come to the
realization that it’s not costing
them anything, that’s what it’s all
about," he said.
David Frasier, Bank of the
West’s public relations officer,
would like to see more nonprofit organizations become aware
of the bank’s community
involvt nem.
"Since 1874, we have had this
unique involvement in community commitment," Frasier said.
"It s really instilled; we really
practice it"
Ramsay Mameesh, a Bank of
the West marketing specialist,
delivered three PCs %Rh monitors and dot matrix printers to
SJSU on Monday.
Other organizations have

expressed interest in donating
computer supplies.
First American Title will be
donating an additional 15 computers within the next few
weeks.
Hewlett Packard has also
expressed an interest in making
donations.
Mike Johnson, an HP purchasing agent, asked Sol to fax a
list of needs.
"I’ve done that now," Sol
said. "Now we have to wait and
see what happens.
"A lot of times there are companies that try to donate (older
PCs) to school districts, but they
(schools) are usually not interested because most of them are
Mac people," Sol said.
"My goal is to keep these
things in circulation and have
some satisfied people."

Dizziness/
fainting,
increased appetite, craving for
sweets (especially chocolate),
acne.
Abdominal
pain and
cramping, lower backache, general body aches.
Other symptoms that have
been documented are lack of
coordination, lack of concentration, loss of sex drive, lethargy
and constipation.
Groups of PMS symptoms
can be treated with a doctor’s
help.
For instance, limiting caffeine and alcohol intake can
reduce anxiety Limiting salt can
reduce bloating.
Regular exercise is consistently the most effective treatment,
Yeung said, because it helps to
relieve stress.
There are also herbal treatments for PMS. Yeung admits,
however, that she does not know
about the herbs used as treatment She uses aspirin, exercise,

and diet to treat her patients’
PMS symptoms.
Discussing the symptoms with
a paruier can also help alleviate
stress caused by PMS.
Yeung said male partners deal
with PMS by either avoiding it,
understanding and helping with
chores to alleviate stress, or simply ignoring the existence of the
problem. Talking to a partner
about the symptoms and coming to conclusions on how to
deal with the reactions can alleviate stress within the relationship itself.
She suggested women seek
help depending on how much
PMS symptoms bother them.
"Despite severe symptoms
women may think it is a normal
part of life, Yeung said.
According to Yeung, people
need to remember that PMS is
real.
’There is a reason to feel as
they do and behave the way they
are," Yeung said.

now have to train at Camp
Parks, a reserve base in Dublin.
Major Philip Galing, chairman of the on-campus ROTC
Army program, foresees no
large difficulties in the Fort Ord
base closure effecting the training of the cadets.
Galing trains students to map
and compass read. He said

teaching students to map and
compass read requires a large
area of hills, trees and vegetation.
The area needs to encompass
at least three square miles, he
said.
Cadets must now receive
training at Camp Parks or Camp
Roberts near San Luis Obispo.

san lose state university

PMS

Associated students leisure services

From page 1

Childcare Center Referendum
Associated Students Election Board
Sponsors an Open Forum

Monday, October 25th
in the Student Union Amphitheater

12 Noon- 1 p.m.
Ballot Ls.sue
Shall the current Associated Students’ fee be increased as follows to provide
funds for the establishment of a permanent student childcare center and to

research, she said.
Today, diagnosing PMS is still
a problem. Women are asked to
chart symptoms for three
months. If a pattern of symptoms occurs, a gynecologist can
recommend treatment for some
of the symptoms.
"It is overdiagnosed in some
cases because there are so many
symptoms," Yeung said.
According to a pamphlet
developed by Planned Parenthood of Santa Cruz County, the
most common PMS symptoms
can be grouped into four catewales:

Anxiety, irritability, nervous
tension, mood swings, fatigue,
depression, confusion, crying,
insomnia, headache, forgetfulness.
Weight gain, water retention, swelling of extremities,
breast tenderness, abdominal
bloating.

ROTC
From page 1
Ord.
"Most functions of the base
(Fort Ord) are closed but all of
the equipment and land transfers should be finished by 1998,"
Lee said.
The last time the Army
ROTC trained at Fort Ord was
June 1993. ROTC cadets will

support its operations?
Beginning Date

Per Semester Current Fee

Spring 1994

$18.00

Per Semester Proposed Fee

Adult Flag Football league

$23.00

8 Players/Team

$26.00

(Men & Women Divisiop
P4

Fall 1995

$18.00

Yes

A "Yes" vote indicates tour approval of the proposed fee increases

No

A "No" Mite indicates your disapproval of the proposed fee increases.

Funded by:

4r ELECTION BOARD

All games are on Wedne
nights
7 Week Season
Awards given to 1st, 2nd, & 1rd
place teams
Register early, limi
of teams

BOMAX SPORTS
For more information call (510) 651-0386
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Why read the Daily?
Because it’s full of
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Why Us?
Unlimited Calling
No Hidden Costs
Good Prices Great Service
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NEED A MAC AT MIDNIGHT?
$ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL

Workin the dog
TOP: Abraham Beyene, right and
his wife Abe ("Abby") own and
operate the "Hot Dog Expo" cart,
which is located on San Carlos
Street in front of the Spartan Complex. The Beyenes were among
the first to have a hot dog cart
around SJSU.
LEFT: Selemawit Berhane hangs
out at her father Woldemicael
Berhane’s hot dog cart on Fourth
Street. The Berhanes have been
at their location for almost a year.

Nir

Advertise in the Daily.
Call (408) 924-3270.

kinkois Ofk,

the copy center

93 E. San Carlos St.. 295 - 4336 FAX 408 - 279 -0655
i.son, 10/31/9.3i.

Weekend Packages
-RenoTwo nights
Starting at $99.

Can’t see spending time in class?
Well, now you can with your new
contacts and free watch.

-Las VegasTwo nights
Starting at $105.

For Students Only

-MexicoThree day cruise
Starting at $349.

:Mt $39

Photos By Gloria Acoba

him, and the whole family stays
until 5:30 p.m.
’They usually do their homeThe savory smell of freshly
work," he said of his children,
grilled hot dogs emanates from
whose ages range from 3 ti 9.
beneath a pair of bright blue
"Whatever they need, they ask
umbrellas.
me. They also like to eat my
Equally welcoming to passersfood."
by is the smiling face of the man
Saturdays bring significantly’
w( irking beneath the umbrellas.
less consumer traffic, so when
.libraham Beyene and his
there is a sporting event at Spar"I lot Dog Expo" cart, one of the
tan Stadium, Beyene sets up
common fixtures along the
shop at South Campus.
SJSU section of San Carlos
"Business at the stadium is
Street, offer students the variety
not as good as San Carlos
of a convenience store and the
Street," he said. "But when I go
accessibility of a visible location.
to work there, at least I make
It’s cheap and convenient. I
some money. If I stay home I
like that I don’t have to go to a
make nothing."
store and wait in line. And also
Even rainy days do not keep
there’s no tax," said Anthony
Beyene at home. He said he
Lewis, a junior majoring in
likes the rain, and simply dons a
administration ofjustice, on why
raincoat and puts up extra
he enjoys buying from hot dog
umbrellas. He has also noticed
vendors.
the eflect inclement weather has
Originally from Sudan,
on food-buying patterns.
Africa, Beyene lived in Washing"People only cat: they don’t
ton D.C. with his family for
usually buy drinks when it’s cold
about three years before coming
and rain s,5 he said.
to California at the suggestion of
The one aspect of his job that
his wife Abe ("Abby"). They
troubles Beyene is the closure of
hoped to find both the weather
San Carlos Street, scheduled to
and the business more favorbegin this December.
able.
He does not vet know
’There was tourist business in
Abraham Beyene
whether he and his fellow venWashington D.C.," he said. "But
hot deg render
dors will still be able to do busithis is better."
ness on that section of the street
Once settled in San Jose,
"I’d like to stay here (at SJSU)
Beyene bought a used hot dog
"Everyone came to me and and I want to stay in San Jose,"
cart for about $1,000. He considered buying a new one, but asked questions," he said of the he said. "It’s hard to find places
the $4,000 price tag was too other vendors. "They asked to set up. %Vt.’ re lucky we found
about the hot dog vending job, a school."
much.
In addition to selling his
According to Beyene, owning about prices and other things."
Helpfulness comes easily to wares from a cart. Beyene also
and running a hot dog cart is
Beyene. He is always ready to does catering, preferably limited
not as simple as it may look.
"You have to get a lik-ense answer questions or make to the San _Jose area.
Every now and then, he said,
from the city, permission from change for his customers, mostSan Jose State and pass a health ly SJSU students whom he he gets a call from someone who
department inspection," he said. knows on a first-name basis. Stu- wants him to supply a party or
’The health department also dents often reciprocate by stop- picnic with the same food he
ping by and assisting him during usually vends. The one item he
does a check every year."
usually adds is coffee.
Additionally, city ordinance setup or cleanup.
In the future, Berne has
"I am happy to help them
does not allow Beyene to keep
his hot dog cart at his San Jose because they help me," be said. hopes of owning his own small
home when it is riot ill use. "I have a lot of friends whose food mart.
His favorite aspect of food
Instead, he uses the trailer names I know. And I know even
service is the chance to meet
attached to his truck to bring more by their faces."
When not busy selling food people and he is confident his
the cart to a warehouse.
"I store it at Lee Brothers, a or making friends. Beyene pass- current clientele would support
food warehouse here in down- es the time by reading a book, him in the endeavor.
For now, though, he remains
town," he said. Though a mem- practicing English or listening to
"classical music amid the blue umbrellas and
ber of both Price Club and Cost- the radio
hot dog aromas, always ready to
co, Beyene gets most of his sup- only!"
By 4:30 p.m. each day, he enjoy the day.
plies from Lee Brothers.
"I am very happy," he said
"I go early every day to buy leaves to pick up his four young
fresh meat, fresh bread and children from their schools and with a smile. "Even if I don’t
fresh fruit," he said. "I get here Abe tends the cart. Beyene make any money in a day, if I get
about 9 o’clock. Most of the brings the youngsters hack with to see people. I’m happy."
By Shari Kaplan

Spanan D-aily Staff Writer

work is setting up and closing.
The rest of the day is fine."
The busiest time of day is
lunchtime, which for Beyene
lasts from 11 a.m. to 1:30 or 2
p.m. Among the most popular
food items are hot dogs and hot
links. Snapple is the best-selling
beverage and candies are a
favorite snack.
Other common edibles
include chips, sodas, bananas
and muffins. Prices range from
40 cents for chewing gum to a
$2.50 combo of hot links or polish sausage with a soda.
Once in a while a line of customers forms in front of the
cart, though this happens less
often now that there are more
vendors on campus. Beyene
knows almost all of them personally, as he was one of the first
to claim his spot on San Carlos
Street.

’Even if I don’t
make any money in
a day, if I get to see
people, I’m happy.’
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BAUSCII
& LOMB

408-293-3399
Ws Jackson St.
San Jose, CA 95112
M -F 8:30am to 5:00pm
FAX 408-293-1617
Other times available by
appointment.

A once-in-a-lifetime offer from Bausch
& Lombfi called The Student Eye Deal.
You get: a year’s supply of
contacts(that’s 8 contacts), a ReNufi
lens care pack, and a cool watch-all for
only $39 plus professional fee’. You can
get this offer only if you are a student,
and only if you act now! Offer limited to
one per person. BAUSCH
Expires 6/30/94. & Lam

Buena Vista Optical
678 E. Santa Clara
(E. Santa Clara &14th)
(408) 293-2020
Bring this ad.

OPEN HOUSE
Informational Presentation
Thursday, October 28, 1993
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm

keI
1993-94 COLLEGE GRADUATES
(Winter & Spring)
’Fake the first step to LOC in your future with our dynamic, leading-edge technology. Our new
contracts with top communications providers have established us as the recognized industry
leader in Fiber In The Loop (FM) technology. That role is secured by our exceptional products.
the LOC’ -2. 1.0C-2i and video FM, systems and RIDES*, software. It’s that excitement which
we want to share with ou through sarious undergraduate and graduate-level opportunilic,

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
5:00-5:30
5:30-600
6:00-80)

Hors d’oeuvres

Presentation
(learn about HU technology and the emerging telecommunications industr.
Discussion & Interviews

To find out more. R.S.V.P. today by calling i415) 688-2396. or see your Career Planning
and Placement Center for details As a Raychem company. Raynet can offer you competitive
salaries and henries including medical/dental insurance, educational assistance and 4011k If
you are unable to at rend our Open House. we would still like to hear from you. Send your resume
to: Raynet Corporation, Attn: Human Resources, Dept. 011-10/93, 155 Constitution Drive.
Menlo Park, CA e/4025- 1106. Or Fax it to:14151324-6711. EOE.

Summer internships and
co-ops also available.

PI*

Raynet is knitted in Stenlo Park oft Highway 101 and
near the Dumbarton Bridge
IA X’ is a trademark of Raynct Corporation RUMS is a
regnitered trademark of BellSouth Enterpnses licensed
to Ra,et

Raynet
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SJSU wide receiver Jerry Reese celebrates after receiving a 36-yard touchdown pass from Jeff
Garcia during the third quarter of Saturdays game.

Donald Lindsey, top of the pile, shows his jubilation at the Spartans’ 10th consecutive Hornet ,)rni

SJSU wins despite ii
13rItcy
IENNIFER FEt TRTADO SPARTAN DAILY

Homecoming Queen Megan Luddy is congratulated by former queen Catherine Tripp. Greg Barr was crowned
Homecoming king.

*ICA
SPORT’S FORUM
Spartan football
Acnother
Homecoming game has
ome and gone and
15,146 people were there to see
the hometown heroes bash, bruise
and basically befuddle the Bulldogs of Louisiana Tech.
Yes, less then half of Spartan
Stadium was filled for this year’s
Homecoming game. At a school
with over 30,000 students and a
city that ranks in the top 15 in the
country in population, this is
pathetic.

This was Homecoming. For the stands for the last t
students, faculty and staff that do I give one more rt
not know what that means, let me that will not be ar
seiih
offer a few words to describe it son
There an a lot
parades, bands, tailgates, people,
parties and last but not least foot- who will be suiting
ball. For the social-inept, this two home games ii
form.
means fun-filled-frolicking.
Although it ma
With two home game remaining for the Spartans, it is time peo- these guys is hose
pie start coming out to see this are coming to an t
hsi,01
a shame foinstehe
team.
This is a good team, a fun team miss an opp irtunit
them play, up dos(
to watch.
They have an offense that is as
art’.
T ee j(
explosive as any in the country DuPrroy
and a young defense that has wrapping up i ht
come up with more receptions in SJSU.
Coincidentally,
the past two games than the teams
they are playing.
the stars
.c
If Homecoming and a good Ltuisialiaof:fSeacthulh
team are not enough to pack the
Free safety jet

School pride shines in Home
Spartan Wily Staff Rep ,rt

.1( T1.5 A(

During halftime, the crowd roots for the new Homecoming king and queen,

I’ART AN

.AILY

For many students, Homecoming is more than a football game
or a parade of floats. Homecoming is a time to gather with friends
in the back of a truck, drink, listen
to some good music and celebrate
that midterms are over,
Saturday’s Spartan Homecoming game was exactly that for
junior transfer student Greg Rose.
Rose, an environmental studies
major, came to the tailgate parties
before going to the Oingo Boingo
concert at Great America. He rode
his mountain bike and pulled his
girlfriend, who was Rollerblading.
Rose tailgated with dorm mates
from Washburn Hall.
"We were going to barbecue,"
Rose said, "but the briquettes were
soggy."
Rose and his friends spent the
afternoon watching the reggae
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band Uprising, which was playing
Before the gar
at Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity s alumni groups an(
alumni tailgate.
showed their f rit
"It was my first home football festivities. 1 he srn
game," Rose said. "I was pleasantly beef ribs, steak h
surprised at how cool it was. I’m chicken floater a
definitely going to all the tailgates outside Spartan St
even if! don’t go to the game."
School pride si
Rose wasn’t among the 15,000 into the night a
people who attended the Spar- ly requested dietans victory over the Louisiana wrap up their pa
Tech Bulldogs. The victory helped into the football
the Spartans assume first place in halftime.
the Big West.
Even late arr vii
Other events rounded out the the annouru err en
homecoming experience earlier coming Court d ur
on Friday and Saturday.
The court ccantim,
On Friday a rally and yellfest coming Queen fl
took place in Plaza Park across Sarsfield, jelidirnye.if; r I
from the Fairmont Hotel.
Julie Ann Wil1,2.ar:
afternoon, a 1 p.m.
parade made its way down San inegpaunbLlittu.
Carlos Street before ending at the Homeconiii Kit
Event Center.
junior John VoraJil
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PLAY BIG
Victory
From page I
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Home, Jming victory. The Spartans blew out Louisiana Tech, 31-6. on Saturday evening.

"I feel great about it," said
After falling behind 3-0, the Jensen, who has 10 career interSpartans took the lead when ceptions. "I didn’t really do that
running back Nathan DuPree much. The opportunities were
scored from 1 yard out for there and I took advantage of
SJSU’s first score of the game. them."
DuPree finished with 123 yards
After Jensen’s interception,
rushing on 22 carries and a SJSU took a 24-3 lead on a exceltouchdown, giving him his sec- lent athletic play by Garcia.
ond consecutive 100-yard rushGarcia was pressured and
ing game.
chased out of the pocket avoidOn their next possession, the ing a sack, then fired down field
Spartans needed only three plays to a wide open Jerry Reese from
and 54 seconds for their next 38 yards out.
score.
"I felt someone on my right
Quarterback Jeff Garcia hit side and I reversed pivoted," said
Donald Lindsey on a 25-yard Garcia, who was 14 for 26 with
touchdown pass to give SJSU a two touchdowns. "As I stepped
14-3 lead. The catch was Lind- up, I saw Reese. He adjusted well
sey’s first career touchdown to the ball and took it into the
reception.
end zone."
At that point the Spartan
Bulldog quarterback Aaron
defense stiffened up killing the Ferguson took over for Martin
final four Bulldog drives of the after Martin threw his fifth interhalf. Freshman quarterback ception of the night to lineJa.son Martin threw two intercep- backer Theron Miller. But Fertions and the Bulldog offense gu.son’s luck was no better.
was forced to punt twice.
Ferguson’s first pass attempt
Linebacker Jim Singleton, was picked off by Dan Godfrey
who led the defense with 16 tack- and returned for a 29-yard
les, picked off a Martin pass and touchdown.
Jensen intercepted his first of his
Late in the fourth quarter,
three for the night to end the Louisiana Tech threatened to
first half.
score on its last drive of the
In the second half things con- game. The Bulldogs had a firsttinued to go in favor of the Spar- and-goal at the 6-yard line but
tans.
were denied a touchdown by a
Jensen’s second interception stingy Spartan defense.
set up Joe Nedney’s record
The Bulldogs only managed
breaking field goal. His 30-yard two field goals, and it was the
kick gave him sole possession of first time in 11 games that SJSU
all-time career field goals at SJSU did not yield a touchdown.
with 31. Mike Burg (1979-82)
The Spartans next face the
fOrmally held the title with 30.
Rajin’ Cajuns at Southwestern
Yet another interception by Louisiana
Jensen gave SJSU excellent field
"Next week scares me to
position. Jensen’s third pick tied death," Ralston said. "We’ll have
a school record for most inter- to be ready for an outstanding
ceptions in one game.
team
in
Southwestern
The last Spartan to do it was Louisiana."
Ken Thomas in 1979 against
The Spartans beat them in
Utah State.
last years meeting 38-13.

low turnout
is for the last two games, then
e one more reason; a reason
will not be around next seasejlitrs.

here an. a lot of SJSU players
will be suiting up for their last
home games in a Spartan uni1.

Ithough it may be tough for
e guys whose college careers
:oming to an end, it would be
ame fin the local people to
an opcx irtunity to see some of
ii play, tip close and in person.
roy Jensen and Nathan
’ree are two of the seniors
’ping up their careers for
3.
incidentally, they are two of
;tars of Saturday’s thrashing of
isiana "rich.
ree safety Jensen, who was

nursing a sore ankle, picked off
three Bulldog passes for a new
SJSU record. If he had one more,
he would have been second on
Tech’s receiving list.
All DuPree did was run rampant against the Bulldog’s sUpposfierce defensive line.
DuPree has his second straight
100-yard game and scored SJSU’s
first touchdown to put them in the
lead for good.
These are just two of the Spartans’ stand out seniors. There are
a lot more.
SJSU starts 12 seniors. These
guys have worked hard to reprethis school with pride. The
least we can do is go out and
watch them play.
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Ed Slaty is a Daily stall writer

3 mecoming
efore the game, fraternities,
nni groups and other Spartans
wed their pride with tailgate
vi ties. The smell of barbecue
f ribs, steak, hamburgers and
:ken floated across the fields
e Spartan Stadium.
chool pride was shining late
the night as policemen polite!quested die-hard tailgaters to
p up their parties and head
the football game around
time.
ven late arriving tailgaters saw
annoutuements of the Homeiing Court during halftime.
he court consisted of Homeling Queen nominees Linda
field, Jennifer Noel Schweitzer,
Ann Williams and winner
;an Ltuldy. Greg Barr, a senior
public- relations, won the
necoming King honor over
or John Voralik.

I IONA RARk ’FT

Members of Kappa Delta sorority wave as they head down the streets
of downtown San Jose during the Saturday afternoon Homecoming
parade.

festivities

Luddy is a senior in nursing
and a member of Delta Gamma
Sorority.
She is also a member of Order
of Omega Honor Fraternity and
president of Black Masque Honor
Society.
Barr is president of Theta Chi
Fraternity and is also a member of
Order of Omega.
The court was driven around
the football field in Austin-Healy
convertibles before being introduced to the crowd.
For Barr, an anxious feeling
made the short drive seem like an
eternity.
"Before the announcement I
was nervous and excited," Barr
said. "Afterward, there was a feeling of relief. It was nice to see all
my friends cheering.
"It was the most people I ever
wore a tux in front of."

liIiFiIi-s’’.‘.1
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Kim Tyler, who plays the trumpet in the marching band, gets ready
to head over to Spartan Stadium. Before the game the members of
the band tailgated in the field across from the stadium.

San Jose State 31
Louisiana Tech 6
Spartan Stadium
Saturday
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Autism

Read the Spartan Daily
every day!

From page

Alessandri has hopes of starting a program that would poteiitition in speech, also called per- tially be called the Center for
severation. Dustin Hoffman’s Autism Research and Educacharacter in the movie "Rain- tional Services.
man" is an example of this.
"SJSU C.A.R.E.S. represents
"Communication, social relat- the needs of the community," he
et bless and behavior are altered said.
in varying degrees," said Dr.
"At this point though, it is
Choice of Chicken Adobe (No.2) or Chicken Barbeque (No. 6)
Michael Alessandri, a psychology only my dream; but I think it will
CnSpy lumpia, soft dnnk (free refills)
pans&
Indudes
rice
&
I
I
professor at SJSU.
happen."
Only At
Autistics do not like to initiate
Alessandri said he believes it
I social
I
interaction, and they feel would be beneficial for everyone
intruded upon when others concerned because support proI
attempt to initiate it with them, grams, like this one, promote
he said. They would rather be greater family cohesion and copI
NO.1
ing, as well as community inteleft alone.
FILIPINO FAST FOOD RESTAURANT I
Normal kids go through gration and acceptance.
L’llupOr ...pup One, rg
The autistics, their families
1100 N. First St. #E . three stages of play. The first is
sPecais,toc,
Che" ’3W 3,3,Y
and the people working and
San Jose, CA 95112 I isolation play where they play
I Call 289-8182./83
(Near Hwy. 980)
alone; the second is parallel play learning with them would all
meal
Detivery ava,latse
..... .1
Good Thru 11.10/93
s .here they play alone, but next work together as a unit.
imm
to another child; and the third is
SJSU C.A.R.E.S. would also
cooperative play where they provide students a variety of pro"
CV=
"TCCA,s1...
interact with other kids.
fessional disciplines with the
"The autistic person never opportunity to receive training
progresses further than isolation in working with individuals
t’lIG to
afflicted with autism and their
play," Alessandri said.
,
77)
Because autism strikes people families.
,
in varying degrees of seventy,
Ultimately, it hopes to provide
k4114,ii
some live fairly normal lives. low or no cost services here on
Others, however, move into campus with volunteers donatgroup homes or residential ing their time and students
placement that specialize in car- working as interns.
ing for autistics.
"My primary mission is to pro"It is important for the nor- vide community-based services
mal family life cycle to be adopt- for individuals with autism and
ed the child leaving the nest," their families," Alessandri said.
Alessandri said.
Alessandri became interested
According to Alessandri, in autism 12 years ago when he
autism is biological, but it sur- was 17 years old. He was a teachfaces as a neurological problem. ing assistant in a New York state
Autistics do not react normally program. He continued every
to outside influences.
summer throughout his college
"They are more interested in career.
parts rather than the function as
"I found this disorder very
a whole," he said.
CC,7.-;SNcit4C; NtCIA-rLY
compelling and puzzling," he
While the cause of this disor- said.
.s..n.c>tof
der is unknown, there are genetAccording to Alessandri, the
TY21x11..:6 3-10 fg
ic links.
services offered now are very
Alessandri said identical twins slim.
35.:EQ ’s -Jo
have a higher chance of both
"Not a week goes by where a
14104,01,
e . )0
being afflicted than fraternal parent doesn’t call about the
;AN
.:Arcz-A4
twins or regular siblings would program," he said.
r-J
have.
"The word is getting around

Monthly Fiesta Deal

1
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Dr. Michael Alessandri is in his first year as a psychology professor at
SJSU. Alessandri works with autistic children and their families.
quickly about this program university to bring in external
because the autistic community funds for community services,
is so tight."
research productivity possibili"SJSU is in a great position to ties, and education and training
start this program," Alessandri for students doing internships.
said. "I think it is more than
According to Alessandri,
financially fundable."
there is nothing like this the
Alessandri is looking for fed- program would be the first of its
eral and local grants. Funding kind.
and volunteers will be an inte"Our goal should not be just
gral part of this program.
to educate students, but to
He feels that it would be an enhance the life in the commuexceptional opportunity for the nit" Alessandri said.

"Screaming Eagles"? had to throttle down in humanitarian mission

AVANTI

c-

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
Trained to fight under any
conditions, to fight better than
-my enemy, to deploy quickly

Fine Italian Men’s Wear

and hit hard, the soldiers caned
the nickname ’Screaming
Eagles."
But in Somalia, the battlefielc
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BEGINNER:
HNA Beginner Hockey lor Adults
- Learn in HNA’s 8 week course which has
taught over 10,000 adults how to play hockey.
No checking - No fighting
City-Wide Playoffs
$100
CASH BACK

anti and others

Buy a suit, get 2 FREE
Buy a sport coat,
get 2 sport coats FREE
3 Slacks $195 (Selected slacks)

INTERMEDIATE:

On any
3 for 1 offer

408 996
I.

ios2 I \
l

7222

iircrtino \’111.1:4,
Om,
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Hockey North America -Over 13,000 adult players in the U.S. and Canada.
Full Slapshot, No -Check Hockey
City -Wide Competition
Four Levels of Play
Regional/North American Playoffs Over 700
teams in 28 cities

ADULT HOCKEY
FOR PRINTED INFORMATION CALL

1 -800-4-HOCKEY

Work In Europe This Summer

THE LAW SCHOOL
EXPERIENCE
Faculty members will discuss legal education
and areas of specialization. Information will be
available about admission and financial aid.

Los Altos
Saturday October 30
10:00 am - noon
Golden Gate University
5050 El Camino Real Room 2

to the public free of charge.
Preregistration not required.

This event is open

Paid Internships Overseas
Earn College Credit With Your Paycheck

125(N. EVERY THURSDAY
c0 oc..5"

Positions Available in

.111P" 0.‘) ckc -vkt

Orientation Today
Monday, October 25, 1993
SJSU Sweeney Hall Room #315
For other information call International Education Program Foothill College
(415)949-7066

Romantic Getaway
Weekend
Special
$5900

Room
Tax
-Large In -room Jacuzzi
-Free Hot BreakfastVCR

GOLDF.N GATE UNIVERSITY
FREE PARKING

Arena Hotel
817 The Alameda , San Jose
(408)2945600
Valley Park Hotel
2404 Stevens Creek Blvd, San Jose
Expires 12/30/93

P-’600

OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
& SAT.

it
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1: ROCK N TACOS I

BAJA FISH TACOS I

One year of foreign language required

Call 415/442-6630

6PM TO MIDNIGHT

OZ BEERS,

F14 C.C’t E.Ct
6;001-slOct.,308"

Belgium, Finland, France, Germany
Japan, Singapore, Switzerland

School of Law 536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

a

rules were changed: The mis- of U.S. Army helicopter pilot
sion was humanitarian, to serve Michael Durant from his Somali
as so-called "peacekeepers," and captors. By next March 31, all
the airborne unit from the Fort American troops should be
Campbell Army post was under gone.
"In Somalia, the only real way
orders not to shoot first.
"That was very stressful," said to determine the enemy was if
they were in possession of a
Sgt. Scott Clemons
Clemons, 23, spent five weapon," he said. "Lots of times
months in Somalia as a Black- they would shoot at you or
hawk helicopter crew chief with engage the aircraft for a few
the 5th Battalion of the 101st moments and then drop the
. \ irborne Division (Air Assault). gun and join the crowd."
"We would do missions at
"You really can’t react to it,"
night and see 20 or 30 armed said Pfc. Richard Bray, a 21 -yearSomalis walking through the old helicopter door gunner
streets," he said.
from Indianapolis.
The goal was clear enough in
Clemons and Bray said their
the beginning deliver food to
unit received no special training
for the Somali mission.
starving masses.
It changed in June after 24
Regular training for soldiers
Pakistani soldiers in the U.N. at the 101st now includes urban
force were killed by clan guerril- warfare and dealing with civillas. The rules became combat ians in battle conditions.
rules and U.S. soldiers were on
The 101st was created in 1942
the alert, but they still couldn’t as a parachute division. The
shoot first.
"Screaming Eagles," led the
This month, the rules night drop of soldiers before the
switched back just as suddenly to D-Day invasion of Normandy on
diplomacy, winning the release June 6, 1944.

sop’,

131W. SANTA CLARA ST.’

e-

(5 BLOCKS WEST OF CAJAPUS)
. . .

993-8230 I

? GET ROCKED!
EXPIRES 10/25/93
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Perm for a change
$20 off with this Ad
Bored with your hair style? Want a
change? Soft waves? Bouncing
2 Lots of options.
A whole new look-A new you.
Simply bring in this Ad for $20 off on
your next perm

408.374.0336
HAIR

STUDIO

98 E. Cam bell Ave., Cam bell
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No apologies for
Friars Club
blackface flap
NEW
YORK
(AP)
Whoop’ Goldberg and Ted
Danson have no apologies in
the blackface flap.
Eighteen months of epithets
and insults over their iliterracial
romance convinced them that
Danson’s blackface appearance
at a Friars Club roast for Goldberg would be their answer to
racist critics.
’I get mail that says, ’I hope
if you and Ted Danson have
babies, I hope they die.’ That
kind of stuff. OK?," she said in
an in
.
"So, in talking about this, in
three months, this was not
something he did off the cuff.
This was clone over a long period of time," she said.
It was the interracial couple’s
first substantial interview since
the flap over Danson’s Oct. 8
bit at the Manhattan roast.
After months of hearing that
Danson was a "nigger loveL"
the former "Cheers" star was
now unfairly branded a racist,
the couple said.
Damon, who used the word
"nigger" during his bit, said he
was ’proud of what I did. ...
Obviously, I knew it was going

People/Campus

to be shocking."
"Everybody else may have
been squirming, but we were
out there saying, ’We’re laughing at it,- Goldberg said.

Madonna dedicates song
to people died of AIDS
AUBURN
HILLS,
Mich.
(AP) - ’Ionic:coming was only
a bit humbling for Madonna.
She dedicated a song to her girlhood dance teacher and others
who have died of AIDS.
"It’s good to be home,- she
told 18,01)0 fai is Thursday night
at The Palace of Auburn Hills, a
few miles from her Rochester
Hills hometown.
Madonna, who is on a world
tour with her "Girlie Show,"
said the performance of "Why
It’s So Hard" was for her Michigan dance teacher, Christopher
Flynn, arid other AIDS victims.

Ernest Gaines’ works
becomes TV movie
IAFAYETTE, La. (AP) Three of writer Ernest Gaines’
works became TV movies. Soon,
the number will be four.
His latest novel, "A Lesson
Before Dying," is set to be
filmed by Walt Disney Television, telling the tale of people in
small Louisiana town faced with

the pending execution of a
young man.
Two other novels were
filmed for television, "The
Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman’ and "A Gathering of
Old Men." A movie based on
his short story, "The Sky is
Gray," was shown on PBS.

Ayd Rose and fan
settle lawsuit
ST. LOUIS (AP) - A fan
who claims rocker Axl Rose
attacked and injured him during a concert accepted an outof-court settlement Thursday,
and got an autograph, too.
A jury had deliberated about
three hours before the settlement was announced. Terms
were not released.
William "Stump" Stephenson, 28, of St. Louis, had sought
at least $210,000 in damages for
back and ear injuries, lost wages
and medical bills he said were
incurred when the singer jumped off a stage during a 1991
concert. The concert in St.
Louis ended in a riot in which
about 65 people were hurt.
Rose is the lead singer of the
band Guns N’ Roses, whose hits
include "Sweet Child 0’ Mine"
and "November Rain."

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

100% PURE ADRENAUNE III!!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Conic join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the eve thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver. starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the some day. Videos of your jump
also available Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)6347575.

COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
star to work with D.D. adults
in a resioentral setting.
$6.00/nr. 11102290503.

DELIVERY - TAKEOUT TAXI
The perfect college job!
We deliver dinner from the
area’s favorite restaurants.
You can expect to earn at
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
available in South San Jose
and Cupertino. Requirements:
Clean D.M.V.. own car, insurance.
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
Good Environment
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE Cash Tips daily
You need exposure to succeeO in Can today 369-9400.
MODELING. Now you can put your
GREENS & CWBS
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising Raise up to $1.000. in lust one
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your week! For your fraternity, sorority
chance to te seen!!! Call TOM & club. Plus $1,000. for yourself!
And a Free T-shirt just for calling
for details. (408)2499737.
1-800832.0528. ext. 75.
FUND RAISER.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Raise 4500. in 5 days. Groups.
Make up to $2.000.-iimo. teachClubs, motivated individuais.
ing basic conversational English
1800655-6935 ext.101.
abroad. Japan. Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many provide room &
board + other benefits. No previous training required. for more
AUTO INSURANCE
information call 1206-6321146
Campus Insurance Service
ext. J6041.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" Local copy center in need of a
marketing representative for
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
San Jose State campus. Salary
’Good Student’
Plus commission. Prefer outgoing,
"Family Multi-car"
energetic, self starter with good
CALL TODAY 2965270
organ.zdtional and interpersonal
FREE QUOTE
skills Part time position with an
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
industry leader. Applications
Aso open Saturdays 9-2.
available at CopyMat. 119 E.
San Carlos. San Jose. (No phone
calls please)

WMW1VE

ELECTRONICS

MAC IM 11/103 Extended keyboard
FDHD superdrive also 2nd 800k
8-bit video v4/ monchrome momtor. Asking $1.200. 9215268.

OISCAMPUS IIMRKET1NO INTERN
needed for Test Prep Co. 4-8
hrs./wk. Good pay plus bonuses.
Call between 9-5: (408)2687042.

QUALITY USED IBM COMPATIMES
286/386/486 Great Low Prices
Complete ysterns / Warranty
Cell 1800-2004007.

ENTERPRISE RENT-A.CAR is look.
mg for PT interns to work in our
South Bay offices. Students will be
involved in all customer service
functions, sales. marketing & a
variety of administrative duties.
Enterprise has an excellent management trainee program for college graduates & it is possible to
use internship experience to step
into this program. Must be a junior
or sensor & should have fast paced
retail, customer sent cry. or sales
expenence. Loolerg fa enthusiastic.
people -oriented team players.
Please send resume to: Enterprise
Rent-A-Car/Leasing, Attn: Andrea,
P.O. Box 2478, San Leandro, CA
94577. Phone: 510/297-5304,

MMU

ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fre fragrances from Pans
Perfurnes. Veraons oh. Chanel No 5,
Obsession, Opium. Beautiful, Joy.
Eternity. Shalimar. Oscar de la
Renee. Red. Giorgio. Poison. White
Linen, Pssion. L’Air du Temps,
Halston, Sanisara, Realities.
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz. $15./bottle, 1 oz. -820.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
glying.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the SECURITY: RILL OR PART TIME
Original. To order, send your check Full training $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
with sales tax, add $3.00 shoeing
Excellent Benefits
to: Royal -Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Credit Union
Unit 102. San Dmas, CA 91773.
Medical/Dental insurance
(8001 8761668
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
Apply. Monday Friday 8 am.-5 pm
Vaisperd Secteity !entomb
CM OMEGA SORORRY Volleyball 3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
& Pizza Nightl Friday, October 29, CA 95054, Neer 101, at San
form 79prn. Come meet the Tomas Eery. & Mott. Equal
women of Chi Omega! For more Opportunity Employer.
Info. call 279.9680

GREEK
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Santa Barbara to crack down on Halloween visitors
The Santa
Barbara
County Sherhas
iff
announced
his
department’s intention to show no tolerance for
"illegal behavior" during this
weekend’s Halloween festivities.
Fines for alcohol -related
offenses have been substantially
increased: carrying open containers of alcohol and drinking
in public will result in a fine of
$100 for a first offense.
Most misdemeanors, such as
public intoxication, along with
feloniei, will mean at least one
night in the Santa Barbara
County Jail. Of the 1,000-plus
people who were arrested last
year, 84 percent were from out
of town.
In addition, the Santa Bar-

bara County Board of Supervisors has recently passed an ordinance outlawing live bands and
loud recorded music in Isla
Vista, the student community
around UC Santa Barbara, during the Halloween weekend
from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. each night.
Isla Vista, just one-half mile
square, has for several years
attracted thousands of partygoers to its streets on Halloween.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is ANYONE INTERESTED In being a
there any guarantee knelled. The Student Manager for trie Spartan
classified coltenns of the Spartan Basketball teams, please
Daily consist of paid adreertfalng contact Ken Arnmann: 9241221
and offerings are not approved or
NIGHT COUNSELOR - We are
verified by the newspaper.
a residential treatment racier/ for
emotionally disturbed children
ages 7-17. We have an opening for
a Nght Relief Child Care Worker to
WANTED: Psychology Volterteers work 10 pm. to 6 am. weeknights
Reach out 4 tours per week as a and/or weekends tole b for vacaCommunity Friend, pording social tens & sick time PI. Qualifications:
support to those who endure 21 years minimum age.
mental illness. We train. Call Maintain a positive attitude.
Work in team environment.
(408)4360606.
Interest in learning skill a.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
knowledge of child care.
Office visits and x-rays no charge. Starting salary 45.95 per hour.
Send resume to: Job Code:
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
ACCW/SD, 1.0.0.F. Children’s
Enroll now!
Home, P.O. Box 155, Gilroy, CA
For brochure see A.S. Office or
95021. E0.E.
call (800) 655 3225.

Monday. October 25,

The influx of so many people
to such a small area has had
sometimes tragic consequences.
Women have been the victims of
sexual assault - fights have led
to serious injury: and falls from
coastal cliffs have resulted in permanent disability and death.

STOP.

CRIME STOPPERS - UPD
if offering up to $5,000 for infor-

You do not have to identify
yourself at any time in order to
qualify for the reward.

mation leading to the apprehension of the person or persons
described below.

Wanted for assault with
intent to rape:
Asian male, between 25-30
years old, five-foot-seven-inches
tall, 170 pounds with dark hair,
trimmed on the sides and long
in back.
He was last seen wearing a
dark-colored nylon pull -over
shirt with a zipper.
This man assaulted an Allen
Hall resident on Monday at 1:11
am., outside the east doors of
Allen Hall.

Wanted for indecent expoHispanic male, 20-30 years
old, five-foot-six-inches,
165
pounds with brown hair.
He was last seen wearing a
gray shirt, gray pants and tennis
shoes.
This man exposed himself to

a Joe West Hall resident Monday
at 1:35 a.m. on San Salvador
Street at 8th Street.
If you have any information
regarding
either
of
these
install( es, please call the university police department at 924-

SCHOLARSHIPS
AND
GRANTS - SJSU’s School of
Library and Information Science
has been awarded a $45,000
grant to help support a satellite
program on the CSU Fullerton
campus.
SJSU will receive the funds in
$15,000 increments through
September 1995.
The grants came from the
Pasadena Public Library, which
also contributed money in 1989
to get the program started.
The school has also been
awarded $44,500 by the California State Library to go toward
scholarships.
The funds came under the
federal Library Services and

Construction Act.
Scholarships
range
from
$2.000 to $5,000, and will go to
students at both the SJSU and
Fullerton campuses.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX: 924-3282
EXPERIENCED TECHS - TANDEM
Work.experienced computer
techs in UNIX, workstations &
networking. P/T school year, F/T
other time. Top pay! Send resume
& call Dick Sillan in Engineering:
9243928, leave message.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
Needed Nowt
Full time / Part time. AI shifts.
Apply Mon.- Fri. Sam. 6pm.
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(408)2865880.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS*
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts ,job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT
wanted. 15 20 hours. Apply at
the Director’s Office, 3rd Floor,
Student Union.
REED’$ SPORT SHOP. looking for
retail sales: ski-bikegun dept.
Also looking for experienced
cashiers. Contact Jim 9263020.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. P-3310.
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1-800-883.KICK.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
CELLULAR & PAGING store near
campus needs P/F time ambitious,
outgoing person w/ sales skills.
Cornminication Station. 2928091.
11LEPASISKETINGI: Rex his Eern9fan
M-F. 10am-9pm Sat & Sun. Exp.
req. 45-$19/hr. 408/997-7000.
Apply. Homer Properties. 6472 Camden Ate. #108. San Jose. CA 95120

}WM%
2 BORM APARTMENT $750/MO.
Security type building
Secure parking
Close in
Modern building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry mom
Village Apartments.
576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893.
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
AND THE SPACE YOU NI
Large studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
just minutes from SJSU! Call
Timbenvood As. @ 5786800,
QUALITY OF LIVING a STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.
1 IR SUM/ STUDIO SSA RIM
Deposit: 4303. 3 blocks tan SJSU.
1 week free! If 9978203,335,
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks from
State. $300./mo. + dep. Call
4370100 or 4648871, agent.
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 be., 900 - 1,000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking.
Security gates. Game morn.
Laundry room. 411’ & Williiem
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mg. 947.0803.

TWO BORM./ 1 BATH HOUSE WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDOIAL
in downtown Los Gatos. Fully furCREDIT UNION
nished, large yard with fruit trees. ’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership open exclusively
Kids & pets OK. Available Janl,
1994 - July 31. 1994. 41200/mo
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
+ utilities & deposit. Call Chuck
Advisory Faculty!
554-4514 or 395.7802.
Services include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans
$ Debt Consolidation Loans
?SO S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Share (savings) & CO Accts.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bdrm. /1 bath - $595. Walk or
Exceptional Rates!!!
ride bike to school. Very clean,
Convenient location:
48S. 7th Street. Suite 201
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
San Jose, CA 95112
TV. Ample parking, Call 2889157
Call for more info:
(408)947.7273.
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
oiscouan
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
Enhance your natural beauty!!
parking available. Several units
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Espies December 15. 1993.
starting at $675.00/mo. Call Dan
at 2915256.
401137935W
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
ROOM FOR RENT CUME TO SJSU.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Utri. incl. N/S, N/KP, $300./mo.
Campbell. CA 95008.
Share tett Call Mark 408279-5051,
LOVE LIFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
I leipfui insight? Computerized
Astrology interpretation 419.95.
CUSTOM T4IIIIRTS IN 43 DAYS! Send check and your birth date,
If you are looking for silk time of birth, city & state. to
screening quality at competitive D. McGrane, Box 143, New
prices, look no further. Century Almaden, CA. 95042.0143. Con.
Graphics prides itself on quality tains approx. 15 detailed pages.
work, quick turn around and a plus 5 page information packet!
positive happy staff. Call for
quotes at 91193351. Thanks!
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
ESL students a specialty.
800-777-7901.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former MEN AND WOMEN- BARE IT ALL!
college teacher) assists with PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
research & writing. Tutorial also Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential. using chemicals. Let us permaRegular visits to your campus. nently remove your unwanted hair.
Samples & references available. Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Foreigners welcome! Call today Tummy etc. Students & faculty
for free phone consultation: receive 15% discount. First apps.
1-800-6066898 ask for Daniel.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
BA and 15 years experience. Now Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
accepting students wishing to
exert at guitar or bass. All styles
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jed. Fusion,
Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Specialist. Confidential.
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
Your own probe or disposable.
are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor. M.A., local college PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE
exp. Each call treated as individual recrystal. 1 free month of service
appt. Additional info mailed. If I with each referral. Low rates &
don’t have the answer to your excellent service. We have voice
question. I’ll get it and call
WII trade for CD’s, electronic
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS. equipment or video games. Once
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm. you become a customer you can
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% resell our pagers to earn 4$.
of net profits support local educe 408/522-7203 or 374-3167.
bon programs. College Career
Information Services.

SERVICES

900WE-FIX-MACS
Mac Repair & Upgrades
WhrlellWart Service,
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara
Open M-F 9:00 am.- 5:00 pm.
408/988.2334.
CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS
Nationwide, locost, effective
At di locations. 1.80060.PAYUP.

SERVICES FINANCIAL
MONEY FOR COLLEGE Iii
Money is wafting for you right new
from Private Scholarships. Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA mrnum
required. For FREE literaturepack
age, CALL NOW! 408-993-7208.
Access/control *2081993.
WANT MONEY FOR COUEGE?
Scholarship Matching
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
Information & application:
JW Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
San Jose. CA 95153-0450
408.629.8886.
$S FREE SS FOR COLLEGE $S
Private money is available now in
scholarships, grants & work
study. No financial need. No GPA
min. Over 350,030 active donors.
For free application & info. call
408/522-7M or write Scholarship
478 W. Hamilton Ave. #397,
Campbell, CA 95008. 510.00 off
with ad or referral. We will beat
any advertised price. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS available. Recorded message gives
details. 408/84435550a. 112.
DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70. - $100. for a schol
arship search. Get $ soirees NOW!
Call $choiar-Dollar$ today!!
1-9CCY91360023 ext. 703 $2. min. 5
mac 18 or oder. TT Pore req. &
save even more, order our book
"Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5.95 to Scholar-Dr:Atari, P.O.
Box45F Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 46
*es. Strauss Ent. 408-625-1910.
DO YOU went a computer search
done to find scholarships for you-)
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write’ Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Miribrae,
CA 94030. (415) 692-4847.

UNIVERSITY & COLLEGE GRANTS, PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
scholarships. Guarantee complete Theses, term papers, group
information. Call 408/2591413
ordiects. resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED! Experienced, dependable, quick
No minimum GPA. No financial return. Transcriptions available.
need. Send for Free info today! Almaden / Branham area.
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970. Call Linda (408)264.4504.
Pleasanton, CA 94566.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar. sentence
AIRUNE TICKETS FREE?!
structure, punctuation; format
Int couriers needed
(APA. Turabian. MLA): table/graph
preparation; custom post-script
call PTG 310514-4662.
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH
Resume/cover letter preparation.
VAIL: Jan. 2nd 3tn. 4/5 day kesnustlerui Students Welcome!
Ski POSS. 6 rights lodging. WlioroGiar area 30em6 30cm
Air incl. $499. / Sus incl. - $349.
$50. deposit by Nov. 4th. SANTA CLARE SECRETARIAL SEW.
1408984226k Near SCL
UTAH: Nov. 24 - 29th, 4 days
skiing, 4 nights lodging, free
Term pacers. resumes. etc
breakfasts. Bus trip: $289.
Payment by Nov. 4th. Credit Cards EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Accepted! Call Patty at 3518347 Too may reports and not
or call Todd at 7789250.
enough time? Let me do
the typing! Resumes. term
papers, theses. etc. IBM
compatible comm:ter / laser
printer. FAX mach!ne Notary
PC TUTOR WANTED. Executive public Cali Anna 97E4992.
seeks PC expert to teach
Windows. Lotus. Word & to do EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
marketing graphs & reports Cali Sc,ence and Erg, se papers/
Mr. Smith 448.2336.
theses our specialty Laser pontrng Free spell check and storage.
-swam STUDY SECRETS From APA. Turabran and other formats.
Underground" only $9.95 tax. Resumes, editing, graphics and
Relemtex. Dept. 14461. Terrance CA caner services available. Master90503 2-4 VA6 do (310)3758353 son’s Word Processing, Car Paul or
Virginia 408.251.0449.
WORD PROCESSING
20 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXP.
HATINARDFREMONT*UNION ITV Typing & transcrption for ail
Woroprocessing and typing: your needs including COLOR &
GRAPHCS Copying. binding & FAX
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA. available. Pick up & delivery.
APA and Turabian formats: REASONABLE rates Timeliness a
Quick & Speedy turnaround: satisfaction guaranteed. Tutoring
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me available in some subjects.
7 days a week 7 am toll pm. Contact Candi at 408/3696814.
Suzanne Scott 510/4899794
SANTA CLARE SECRETORIAL SEW.
Near SCU
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. i4081 984-2265
West San Jose/Cupertino. Aptly+ Term papers res..",es etc
Term papers Group projects
’Thesis ’Letters Applicatrons AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
g
A
Resurnes Tape transcription, etc. Prole,&
Nursing/Mate/Science/English. Theses
Laser printer. Days & evenings. Group Proiects. Resumes. Letters.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5651. Manuscripts. etc WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II All rormats, specializing
in APA. Soeling, punctuation arid
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention. give your- grammatical edit.ng. Free disc
self a break. Let me do it for you! storage Ail work guarerteed, Worry
Pick up and delivery - $1.00. free. Cepecdabe. a,c prompt
Resumes, term papers & theses. Service in avoic msapoontrrent,
"me! Call
APA format 42.00 per double call now to ,’serve
spaced page / 500 mormum. Cali PAM 247 :t-h: dr. .!.r.r-1 Pius
Julie- 998-8354
Save Additional 10% Per Rebind!
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DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Met your ad hare.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation 8. spaces between words.
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Ad Rotes: 3-line minimum
On.
Day
3 Nowa
$5
4 Naos
$6
sinus
$7
$11
Sinus
$1 for each additional

Two
Days
$7
$11
$11
$10
line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Few
Days
$11
$12
$13
$11

Flue
Days
$13
$11
$15
$16

After Dm 1111h day, rate Incireases by 91 per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9

lines: $70.

15-19

10-14 lines: $90.
(ines: $110.

Actress

Please check
your classification:

cdr&swii
Prone
Send Check or money order to

partan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
Son Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
oeadiine Two days before publication 111 All ads are prepaid
Ni- refunds on cancelled ads
Consecutive publications dates only
011911TIONST CALL 405) 994.3277

- Autorriorive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoeng
Word Processing
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Making room for the trees

lost

STATE UNIVERSITY

SPARTAN DAILY

Do you have an opinion?
Please write a letter to the editor.
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COUNTRY STORE
Factory Outlet

Shop 8,1 Compare Our Everyday I,ow Prices!

Dried Cranberries
Dried Cherries
Dried Blueberries
Extra Ripe Apricots
Pumpkins, all sizes

1/2
1/2

I.b.

*3.00

Lb.

53.90

$4.50

8 Ox.
Lb.
Starting At

*4.50
1.00

EA.*

Gift Packs Shipped Arou
260

MAYFAIR
PACKING CO.
TEL 280-2349 or (800) 628-3493
Ken Moore. Sempervirans Fund wildlands
restoration coordinator, explains to Students Affiliated For Environmental Respect (SAFER)
members how to uproot the Pampas grass at
Nisene State Park in Aptos. The volunteers
hiked two and a half miles to the site on Saturday
to help restore the area for native growth

Photos by Monique Schoenfeld

Maigot Gerritson, left, and Derek Williams remove non-native Pampas grass from the site so
that coastal redwoods can grow. They read about the project and decided to volunteer.
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2070 S. 7th Street. Son Jose
New 1993 Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 304 09
Now Open Sat. 10-2

County fairgrounds

T LAY

LOOK FOR THE BIG, RED BARN

HUGE SAVINGS
FOR

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
THE All-NEW 1994 CELICA

Marchdown
From page i
was a success.
"It was good besides the point
that it started an hour late, said
Sanders, an occupational therapy major. "I think it did a good
job at unifying everybody on
campus.
I really liked Iota Phi Theta,"
she said. "I think they were sexy."
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity
Incorporated, from San Francisco State University, won first
place in the marchdown.
"A lot of our steps we made
up, but a lot of it has been
around," said Ike Nwamuo, an
Iota Phi Theta member. "Some
of it’s tradition and we have to
do it."

Traveling from San Francisco
was not a problem for the fraternity.
"We go as far as we have to go
to spread our fraternity, raise
interest groups and grow," said
Mon Shelton, an Iota Phi Theta
member.
"We don’t want to be known
for just stepping," said Nwamuo.
"We want to be known for the
things we do in the community."
The event was dominated by
groups from outside SJSU.
Members of Iota Phi Theta and
the Stanford/ Santa Clara chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Incorporated the only Greeklettered organizations that
marched besides the members

of Sigma Gamma Rho, the hosts
of the event.
"Other organizations, almost
all of them, had other commitments," Hawkins said of the lack
of SJSU organizations participating.
"Even though they didn’t
march, they wore their paraphernalia and came out to speak
on behalf of their organizations," she said.
"We [Phi Beta Sigma] were
suppose to step but we couldn’t
get our stuff together in time,"
Carl Brown said. "We didn’t
want to disgrace Phi Beta Sigma
by getting out there and not having it together."
He said most of the members
of Phi Beta Sigma were attending a regional board meeting in
Los Angeles.
The Andrew Hill All-Star

Stepping Team, a group of high
school students under the supervision of members in of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated from San Jose State, performed for their first time Saturday.
Besides feeling nervous, excited and tense before the event,
the group of high school students managed to "work it out."
"Once we started, we got
more relaxed and we just started
doing our thing," said James
Wiggins, step captain for the allstars.
"First we were nervous, but
then it just clicked," said
Dawnielle Carter, the group’s
treasurer.
After the event, the crowd
hung out to listen to music
being supplied by an on-site disc
jockey.

Louisiana senator urges government to move on Ward Valley dump
LOS kNGELES (AP) An
influen tial U.S. senator from
Louisiana urged the Clinton
administration to speed up its
approval of California’s first
nuclear waste dump.
Democratic Sen. J. Bennett
Johnston complained that Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt is
taking too long to transfer federal land needed for the dump in
Ward Valley in the Mojave
Desert.
Further delay, Johnston said
in a letter to Babbitt last week,
will cause further hardship for
universities, hospitals and companies already coping with the
cost and risk of storing their
nuclear waste.
The warning followed a letter
to Babbitt from Sen. Barbara

Boxer, D-Calif., saying the government was moving too fast to
approve the land transfer to the
state.
Boxer accused the Interior
Department of silencing critics
who expressed concern about
the site’s safety.
Johnston, however, insisted
safety concerns had been
addressed.
"The suitability of the Ward
Valley site for the Southwestern
low-level radioactive waste repository has been examined thoroughly over the past four years
by both federal and state officials," he wrote.
Further, he said, no public
hearings on Ward Valley are
needed.
"In light of the close scrutiny
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FREE T-SHIRT
Best Halloween
Costume & Son
1 1/2 Trimble Rd.
San Jose

(Trimble Rd. & Hwy 101)

Custom T-Shirtsf
Fast!
4-5 Days.

Affordable!

25 T’s I 6.44 ea

Easy!

3979 24TH ST
S.F. CA 94114
(415) 282-3550

GEORGE DICKSON
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We buy. sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.
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as governor of Arizona, helped
fashion legislation that transferred jurisdiction over nuclear
dumps from the federal government to the states.
Ward Valley is south of Needles and about 20 miles from
the Colorado River. Critics claim
the dump could contaminate
the river by leakage through
aquifers; U.S. Ecology, the company selected to operate the
dump, insists there are no safety
risks.
On Oct. 11, Boxer alleged
that the Interior Department
failed to investigate concerns by
three U.S. Geological Survey
geologists that the government
hadn’t adequately dealt with the
risk of waste draining from Ward
Valley to the Colorado.

that the project has already
received, I doubt that another
public hearing will prove useful," he said.
Babbitt and Gov Pete Wilson
had agreed to one hearing on
Ward Valley in which testimony
by opponents would be restricted. That hearing has yet to be
held.
Johnston, chairman of the
Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, is an
advocate of nuclear power.
Ward Valley would be the first
in a national network of staterun dumps to accept low-level
radioactive waste from nuclear
power plants, utilities, hospitals
and biotechnology firms, among
other sources.
Johnston noted that Babbitt,

’SPECIAL GRADUATION PROGRAM
’FIRST TIME BUYER PROGRAM
’ZERO MONEY DOWN
’LOW PAYMENT LEASE PROGRAM FOR QUALIFIED BUYERS

DS

980 SO BASCOM
2350 MARKET ST
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
S.F. CA 94114
(408) 292-1404
(415) 282-8000

We provide you with one
hour free artwork. No
extra charges for screen
or set-up.
Prices quoted are for a one
color print on white 100%
Cotton Hanes Beefy-Ts

50 Ts I 5.28 ea
100 Is

4.72 ea

If parking’s a problem for you, let Altrans show you another way.
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
program to meet your personal commuting needs.

To learn more, call

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

AlTrans

Your Alternative Transportation Solution

CENTURY GRAPHICS

408-988-3351

2302 Calle dI

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE

Mundo, Santa Clara, CA 15054

Fiended by SJSU Office of Traffic Parking
Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass

